Bohemian Stair Light Instructions
Materials Needed:
-Power Drill with 7/16’’ drill bit
-Phillips Head Screwdriver
-Hammer

①

Install the power supply with the
instructions given.

②

Turn the system on by unplugging
the photo eye micro-connector from
the power supply

③
and level the back plate of the
④Center
light on the riser. Mark 2 holes for
Locate and mark light location on
riser.

Fig. 1

screws and top notch **Do not remove
double back tape on the back plate at this
time.**
the top cap cut notches
⑤Ifoffnottopusing
of light to allow fixture to be
installed under riser.
Fig. 2
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⑥

Drill a 7/16” hole in the riser where
the top notch has been marked. Allow the light fixture to hang through the hole.

⑦

Remove the double back tape on the fixture
plate and adhere the plate to the post (As seen
in Fig. 3). Screw the plate into place with the screws
provided.
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⑧

Ensure the top cap is installed on the
light by placing the cap over the two
latches and pressing down and sliding the
cap forward.

Fig. 3

⑨

Connect the light to the T-cable to
confirm the light working PRIOR to
snapping the front onto the back.

⑩

Once light is confirmed to be working,
slide light onto back portion and snap
into place. **Once fully installed, light cannot be removed without breaking**

Fig. 4

to connect all the stair lights
⑪byContinue
plugging together each T-cable.

⑫
Reconnect the photo eye when installation is
⑬complete.

Use the wire staples to attach the wiring to the
underside of the stairs.
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***To ensure a water tight seal, push connectors together.***
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